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ABSTRACT
Feature-oriented programming (FOP) targets the encapsulation of software building blocks as features which better
match the specification of requirements. As a result, programmers find it easier to design and compose different variations of their systems. Change-based FOP (CFOP) proposes to specify features as sets of first-class change objects
which can add, modify or delete building blocks to or from
a software system.
First, we show how CFOP supports the modularization of
crosscutting functionality. Afterwards, we expose a weakness of CFOP which is a consequence from features holding
extensional sets of changes. We elaborate on a solution for
that weakness which is based on intensional changes: descriptions that can evaluate to an extension of changes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.5 [Programming Techniques]: object-oriented programming, feature-oriented programming; D.2 [Software
Engineering]: Reusable Software—coding techniques, software verification, maintenance

Keywords
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ting functionality [14]. In FOP, software is modularized in
features: modules which each each add one functionality to
the system. The idea of FOP is to support the production
of software variations by composing features.

2.

CHANGE-BASED FOP

In change-based FOP (CFOP) [5, 6], features are specified by a set of changes that have to be applied in order to
implement the functionality the features provide. Changes
model the operations (addition, modification and deletion)
on all kinds of software building blocks (for example classes,
methods, fields and statements). Changes are instrumented
with explicit dependencies which provide information about
the validity of different feature compositions. In [7], flexi- Buffer
ble features were introduced as an appropriate concept for
modeling crosscutting features. A flexible feature is specified by an extensional set of changes that does not have
Restore
LogMethod
to be applied as a whole in order to add
the feature Logging
to a
composition. An evaluation of CFOPL1and its flexible features showed that flexible features provide more flexibility
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Mul. Res
to composing different variations of a software
systemInvokeLog
[7].
In this paper, we expose a weakness of CFOP which is
L5 L6
L2 L3 L4
M6
a consequence from features only being specified
by extensional sets of changes. We elaborate on a solution for that
weakness which requires a new kind of change: An intensional change is a descriptive change that can evaluate to
an extension of changes.

CROSSCUTTING CONCERNS

Some functionality of system implementation, such as logging or error handling are notoriously difficult to implement
in a modular way. The result is that code implementing such
functionality is scattered over and tangled across a system.
This leads to quality, productivity and maintenance problems. A functionality is said to be crosscutting if it cannot
be cleanly separated into a separate module because it is
affecting several other modules [8].
Feature-Oriented Programming (FOP) is a software development technique that can be used to modularize crosscut-
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B3 int get() {
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Figure 1: Buffer source code and change objects
Figure 1 shows the source code (on the left) and the
changes (on the right) of a Buffer. The change objects
are identified by a unique number: B1 is a change that
adds a class Buffer, B4 is a change that adds an access
of the instance variable buf. In CFOP, the dependencies
between change objects are also maintained: B4 depends on
the change that adds the method to which buf is added (B3)
and on the change that adds the instance variable that it accesses (B2). All changes on which a change c depends on are
called the parents of c.
We extend the buffer with a Restore, a Logging and a
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composition is the mechanism that allows the cre}
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} of a software variation based on the corresponding reation

2.1

Feature composition

quired functionalities. In CFOP, a composition C is valid
if all parent changes of the change objects of C are part of
C. Hence, an invalid composition is the result of composing
features that contain a change of which at least one parent
change does not reside in the composition. Consider a composition of Buf f er and Logging. This can be produced by
applying the changes of Buffer (B1,B2,B3,B4,B5 and B6)
and the changes of Logging (L1,L2,L3,L4,L5 and L6). The
left part of Figure 3 shows that such composition would be
invalid, as the parents of L3 and L5 are not present in the
composition. As Logging is a flexible feature – denoted by
the dashed line surrounding its change objects in Figure 2
– not all its changes need to be included in a composition
to make it valid. Consequently, L3 and L5 can be omitted
from the composition in order to make it valid (the right
part of Figure 3).
In CFOP, feature composition is similar to static weaving as exhibited by several AOP approaches [11, 10]. The
difference is that change application operates on change ob-
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Figure 3: Composition of flexible features

jects, whereas static weaving typically operates on (byte)
code. In [7], we explain that the state-of-the-art approaches
to FOP (E.g. Mixin-layers [16], AHEAD [2], Lifting Functions [14], Composition Filters [3], FeatureC++ [1], AOP
approaches [11, 15, 10]) lack expressiveness and hinder the
reusability of feature modules. Moreover, CFOP is the sole
technique that stimulates a bottom-up approach to software development, where modularization does not necessarily need to be determined up front, but modules may be
defined as sets of change objects at any point.

2.2

Extensional changes

While flexible features already help in modeling crosscutting functionality, they still suffer from an inconvenience
with respect to their maintenance. That is a consequence
from them being specified by an extensional list of changes.
In the remainder of this paper, we elaborate on this issue.
Consider the composition of the buffer that has all the
available functionality. The Stats feature introduces two
new instance variables (setc and getc) and adds a new
method (Stats) to the Buffer class. This behaviour, however, is never logged by the crosscutting Logging feature,
which is supposed to print the values off all the instance
variables of class Buffer whenever a method of Buffer is
invoked. This is a consequence from the extensional nature of the Logging specification. Instead of being specified
by means of quantification, such as “print the values of all
instance variable on the invocation of any method of class
Buffer”, it is specified by the finite set L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6
that introduces the logging behavior for buffer variations
with or without Restore but not for variations including
Stats. In order to overcome this issue, we propose a new
kind of changes – intensional changes. The following section
elaborates on this novel kind of change.

3.

INTENSIONAL CHANGES

Our model defines a feature as a set of changes. There
are two ways of specifying such a set: extensionally or intensionally. A set can be defined extensionally by explicitly
enumerating all elements of the set. For example, we can define the set E of all even numbers extensionally as follows:
E = {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, ...}
However, the same set can also be specified intensionally by
means of a description:
E = {2x | x ∈ N }
The same applies for sets of changes. The Logging feature
can be specified by an extensional set of changes FLogging
which can be applied on any variation of Buffer in order to
add the logging functionality:
FLogging = {L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L8, L9}

An intensional description of the same Logging feature that
adds logging to a class C could be: FLogging =
{Add logit method to C}∪
{add statement print(v) in logit for every inst.var. v in C}∪
{add an invocation to logit in every method of C}

In order to be able to express a change set C in an intensional way, two things are required: a change-cut language
and a change-cut model. A change-cut language is a language that can be used to specify change-cuts: a quantification or query that evaluates to an enumeration of changes.
A change-cut model is a model that defines a change-cut
language and a means of specifying the actions for a change
cut. The following describes the language and the model.

3.1

3.1.2

Atoms

We assume a finite set Cp of tuples and an infinite set of
tuple attributes attrib(Cp ), for the construction of formulas
on the set of tuples. Changetypes is the set of all different
types of changes (as described in [5]). We then define the
set of atomic formulas A[Cp ]with the following rules:
1. if c1 and c2 in Cp , a and b in attrib(Cp ) then the formula
“c1 .a = c2 .b” is in A[Cp ],
2. if c in Cp , a in attrib(Cp ) and k denotes a value then the
formula “c.a = k” is in A[Cp ], and
3. if c in Cp and r in Changetypes then the formula “r(c)” is in
A[Cp ].

Examples of atoms include:
(c1 .user = c2 .user)
(c1 .user = “Gul00 )
AddM ethod(c)

Change-cut language

When an intensional change c needs to be applied to a
program p in order to add to p the functionality c implements, the specification of c has to be evaluated to find out
the exact changes that are required in the specific situation
(the enumeration of changes described by c). In the above
examples, we used natural language to describe the intensional specification of a change. It is clear that, in order to
automate the evaluation process, a more formal language is
needed. In this section we establish such a language based
on a tuple calculus. We start by explaining that the building
blocks of our approach consist of tuples of changes.

3.1.1

Building blocks

The population of a change set is represented by means of
n-tuples. Each n − tuple consists of n artifacts which belong
together. For instance, an example of a 2-tuple is:
(“B1”, 112)
These tuples represent for example an association of the id
of a change with the timestamp of that change. In classic
set-theory, the order in which the artifacts appear in a tuple
is important. For instance, the tuple (“B1”, 112) is different
from the tuple (112, “B1”). In order to improve readability
of the tuples, we opt to use named n-tuples which contain
tags mapping a certain attribute of a tuple to a value, similar
to the way the population of databases are often described.
In this notation, we express our example 2-tuple as follows:
(id:“B100 , timestamp:112)
where id and timestamp are the attributes of the tuple and
B1 and 112 are the values of that tuple. Using this notation,
the order of the artifacts in the tuples is no longer important. For instance, the tuples (id:B1, timestamp:112) and
(timestamp:112, id:B1) are considered to be identical.
We define Cp to be the set of all changes that produce a
program p whenever they are applied. The changes in this
set are 6-tuples that follow the following pattern:
(id, type, parameterList, timestamp, user, intent)
where id is the attribute specifying the unique identifier of
the change object, type is the attribute denoting the kind
of the change, parameterList is the attribute containing a
list of parameters specifying the change, timestamp is the
attribute that specifies the time at which this change is instantiated, user is the attribute that contains the information of which user instantiated this change and intent is the
attribute that describes the intent of the change.

The first example means that tuple c1 has a “user” attribute
and c2 has a “user” attribute with the same value. The
second example means that tuple c1 has a “user” attribute
and its value is “Gul”. The last example means that tuple
c is of the AddM ethod type. The formal semantics of such
atoms is defined given a change set Cp and a tuple attribute
binding val : Cp × attrib(Cp ) → Object that maps tuple
attributes to tuple values over the domain in Cp :
1. “c1 .a = c2 .b” is true iff val(c1 , a) = val(c2 , b)
2. “c.a = k” is true iff val(c, a) = k
3. “r(c)” is true iff the type atrribute of c is r.

Atomic formulas denote a condition for a change object.
The next step in defining the change cut language is the
construction of more complex formulas which consist of composed and quantified atomic formulas as we explain below.

3.1.3

Formulas

In our change cut language, the atoms can be combined
into formulas, with the logical operators ∧ (and), ∨ (or) and
¬ (not), and we can use the existential quantifier (∃) and
the universal quantifier (∀) to quantify variables or relations.
We define the complete set of formulas F [Cp ] inductively
with the following rules:
1. every atom in A[Cp ] is also in F [Cp ],
2. if f1 and f2 are in F [Cp ] then the formula “f1 ∧ f2 ” is also in
F [Cp ],
3. if f1 and f2 are in F [Cp ] then the formula “f1 ∨ f2 ” is also in
F [Cp ],
4. if f is in F [Cp ] then the formula “¬f ” is also in F [Cp ],
5. if c in Cp and f a formula in F [Cp ] then the formula “∃c : f ”
is also in F [Cp ],
6. if c in Cp and f a formula in F [Cp ] then the formula “∃!c : f ”
is also in F [Cp ],
7. if c in Cp and f a formula in F [Cp ] then the formula “@c : f ”
is also in F [Cp ], and
8. if c in Cp and f a formula in F [Cp ] then the formula “∀c : f ”
is also in F [Cp ].

Examples of formulas are:
(c.user = “Gul” ∨ c.user = “Sabine”)
(AddM ethod(c) ∧ c.user = “Gul”
∀c : (AddM ethod(c) ∧ c.user = “Gul” ∧ p.intent = “Buf f er”)

The first example binds c to all changes of Cp instantiated
by Gul or Sabine. The second example binds c to all the
changes of Cp that are of the AddM ethod type that are
instantiated by Gul. The final example returns true if all
changes of Cp are of the AddM ethod type, instantiated by

Gul in an intent to create a buffer. Note that we omit brackets if this does not cause ambiguity about the semantics of
the formula. We assume that the quantifiers quantify over
the set of all tuples of the change set Cp . This leads to the
following formal semantics for formulas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

see the formal semantics of the atomic formulas,
“f1 ∧ f2 ” is true iff “f1 ” is true and “f2 ” is true,
“f1 ∨ f2 ” is true iff “f1 ” or “f2 ” or both are true,
“¬f ” is true iff “f ” is not true,
“∃c : f ” is true iff there is a tuple c in Cp for which the formula
“f ” is true,
6. “∃!c : f ” is true iff there is exactly one tuple c in Cp for which
the formula “f ” is true,
7. “@c : f ” is true iff there is no tuple c in Cp for which formula
“f ” is true, and
8. “∀c : f ” is true iff for all tuples c in Cp “f ” is true.

Formulas denote the condition for a change cut and consist
of compositions and/or quantifications of formulas. Next,
we explain how formulas can be used to define change cuts.

3.1.4

Change cuts

Finally, we define a change cut expression (in short a
change cut) for a given change set Cp as: {c : f (c)} where
c is a tuple in Cp and f (c) a formula in F [Cp ]. The result
of such a query for a given change set Cp that specifies a
program p is the set of all tuples c of Cp such that f is true.
Examples of change cut expressions include:
„

AddM ethod(c) ∧ AddClass(d)∧
c parameterList class = d parameterList class

«
}

„

AddAttribute(c) ∧ AddClass(d)∧
c parameterList class = d parameterList class

«
}

{c : ∀c :
{c : ∀c :

which respectively return all the changes that add a method
to a class and all changes that add an attribute to a class.
Now that we are capable of expressing change cuts, all that
remains in order to enable expressing intensional changes
are the actions that need to be taken for the tuples a change
cut specifies. This is the subject of the following paragraph.

3.1.5

Actions

The purpose of intensional changes is to allow a developer
to describe which changes have to be added (in an intensional way) instead of enumerating them (in an extensional
way). As an example, we consider again the Logging feature
which we want to express in an intensional way.
Now that we have established a formal language for expressing change cuts, we only need a way of specifying the
actions that need to be taken for all the tuples of a change
cut. These actions consist of the addition of a change (or
change set) to the change set.
We define an action as the specification of the addition
of a new tuple (representing a change instance) to the tuple
set Cp . We differentiate between actions that add that tuple
just before and just after a change:
1. cnew before c
2. cnew after c

where cnew is a 6-tuple:
(id, type, parameterList, timestamp, user, intent),
in which all the attributes except for id and timestamp must
be bound to values. Those values can be the value of another
attribute of the action, or a constant. The id is assigned to

the change tuple when the action is evaluated. It is ensured
to be a unique identifier. The timestamp of the new change
tuples is determined by the keyword (before or after ) and by
the timestamp of the change c. In case the action specifies
the new change to come after c, the new timestamp is set
to a timestamp which is just after the one of c. In case the
action specifies the new change to come before c, the new
timestamp is set to a timestamp which is just before the one
of c. We elaborate on how the uniqueness of the id is ensured
and how the timestamps are calculated in Section 3.3. As
an example of an action, we present
(?id2, AddStatement, (Buf f er, f alse, get, “logit”),
?timestamp2, “Gul”, “Logging”) after
(B3, AddM ethod, (Buf f er, f alse, get), 235, “Gul”, “Logging”)

which adds a statement to the get method of the Buffer
class just after the method get is added to the Buffer class.
We conclude this subsection with the definition of an intensional change.

3.1.6

Intensional change definition

An intensional change consists of two parts: a set of actions A and a change cut:
{c : A | f (c)}
where the values of tuples specified by the change cut f (c)
can be used as values for the attributes of tuples in the
actions A. We exemplify this by specifying the Logging
feature by means of intensional changes:
{(?id, AddM ethod,(Buf f er, f alse, logit()),
?timestamp,“Gul”,“Logging”)}∪
{c : {(?id, AddStatement, (Buf f er, f alse, logit,
“print(c.parameterList.attribute)”),
?timestamp, “Gul”, “Logging”)
after c} |
{∀c : (AddAttribute(c) ∧ c.parameterList.class = Buf f er)}}∪
{c : {(?id, AddStatement, (Buf f er, f alse, ?m, “logit()”),
?timestamp, “Gul”, “Logging”)
after c} |
{∀c : (AddM etod(c) ∧ c.method =?m ∧
c.parameterList.class = Buf f er)}}

The definition consists of three parts which need to be
evaluated with respect to a change set in order to produce
the extension they describe. The following subsection elaborates on the evaluation of intensional changes.

3.2

Intensional change evaluation

An intensional change is a change that can be applied to a
software program p in order to apply the changes described
by that intensional change. This application consists of two
phases. First, the intensional change needs to be evaluated
with respect to the change set that specifies p. This step
produces an enumeration of changes which are all applied
on p in the second step.
Consider {Buf f er, Restore, Stats, Logging}, a software
composition which consists of a buffer with the features
Buffer, Restore, Stats and Logging. The application of
the Logging feature as it is specified by means of intensional changes evaluates to the extension of Listing 1 while
the application on the same Logging feature in a composition {Buf f er, Stats, Logging} evaluates to the extension of
Listing 2. The order in which the features are specified in
a composition determines the outcome of the evaluation of
intensional changes. This is due to the growing change set
on which the intensional changes are evaluated.

( L1 , AddMethod , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , l o g i t ) , 2 3 5 4 6 5 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

( L7 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , l o g i t , " p r i n t ( s e t c ) " ) ,

247537.1 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

( L8 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , l o g i t , " p r i n t ( g e t c ) " ) ,

247737.1 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

( L5 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , l o g i t , " p r i n t ( b a c k ) " ) ,
( L6 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , l o g i t , " p r i n t ( b u f ) " ) ,

236537.1 ,
235789.1 ,

" Gul " ,
" Gul " ,

" Logging ")
" Logging ")

( L2 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , g e t , " l o g i t ( ) " ) ,

235935.1 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

( L3 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , s e t , " l o g i t ( ) " ) ,

237537.1 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

( L4 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , r e s t o r e , " l o g i t ( ) " ) ,

236137.1 ,

( L9 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , s t a t i s t i c s , " l o g i t ( ) " ) ,

" Gul " ,

247937.1 ,

" Logging ")

" Gul " , " Logging " )

Listing 1: Logging extension on {Buf f er, Rest., Stats}

( L1 , AddMethod , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , l o g i t ) ,

235465 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

( L5 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , l o g i t , " p r i n t ( b a c k ) " ) ,
( L6 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , l o g i t , " p r i n t ( b u f ) " ) ,

236537.1 ,
235789.1 ,

" Gul " ,
" Gul " ,

" Logging ")
" Logging ")

( L2 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , g e t , " l o g i t ( ) " ) ,

235935.1 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

( L3 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , s e t , " l o g i t ( ) " ) ,

237537.1 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

( L4 , AddStatement , ( B u f f e r , f a l s e , r e s t o r e ,

" l o g i t () " ) ,236137.1 ,

" Gul " ,

" Logging ")

Listing 2: Logging extension on {Buf f er, Restore}

Listings 1 and 2 present the outcome of the first step of the
evaluation process. The second step consists of applying the
changes that correspond to the tuples from those listings. In
order to do that, a change object is instantiated for every
tuple. The first tuple, for instance, results in an AddM ethod
change object which adds the logit method to Buffer class.
For the sake of clarity, we specified the Logging feature
in a very naive way as the specification does not consider
the possibility that attributes or methods were modified or
removed by other change objects in the change set. Such
naive specification could produce change objects with subjects that no longer exist in the software product at the
time the change is applied. As the composition algorithm
takes into account the structural dependencies between the
change objects, this never produces products with invalid
structure. The semantics, however, can indeed be influenced
by this naive specification. It is up to the developer to alter
the intensional change in such a situation. We now discuss
the implementation of the change cut language and model
of intensional changes.

3.3

Implementation

First, we extend the change model of CFOP [5] with the
notion of intensional changes. Figure 4 shows the extended
change model, in which the Intensional Change class is
presented as a subclass of Change.
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Change
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Figure 4: Extended change model
Second, we implement the language we defined for specifying intensional changes. For this implementation we use
SOUL, an implementation of a Prolog-like declarative language on top of Smalltalk. Declarative programming allows
a developer to minimize or eliminate side effects by describing what the program should accomplish, rather than describing how to accomplish it [17]. Another key feature of

SOUL is that it can be used to reason about software programs specified in different programming languages. A third
key feature of SOUL is that it supports symbiosis with the
underlying Smalltalk or Java environment. The symbiosis
allows one to write Smalltalk or Java code within the declarative language which gets executed whenever that declaration is asserted. These features make SOUL an ideal candidate for reasoning about and creating change objects, and
thus for specifying intensional changes.
Logic languages such as SOUL have been used as a means
of implementing pointcut languages in AOP approaches as
well [10, 15]. This is no surprise, considering the similar
purpose of a pointcut language and a change-cut language,
as mentioned earlier.
SOUL consists of a logic kernel together with an underlying library of basic logic primitives for every programming
language it can reason about. Two such libraries exist,
namely the Library for Code Reasoning (LiCoR) [13] for
reasoning about Smalltalk code and Irish [9] for reasoning
about Java code. The logic kernel itself consists of a library
of predicates that serve for basic reasoning. The predicates
in that library can be used by the developers for creating
new predicates in SOUL. Predicates can be grouped in layers, for the purpose of classification. We create a basic layer,
which contains predicates for every change kind:
change(?c) if
member(?c, [ChangeLoggercurrentComposition changes])

This predicate states that something is a change if it is a
member of the collection of changes. Note that this predicate uses the symbiotic properties of SOUL to obtain the collection of changes. The evaluation of the query change(?c)
makes sure that every change instance is bound once to ?c.
For every kind of attribute of a change, we include a predicate of the shape:
user(?u, ?c) if change(?c), equals(?u, [?c user])

This predicate binds to ?u the value of the Smalltalk expression that requests a change ?c for its user attribute.
Now we have explained the building blocks of the language
(tuples of change objects), we elaborate on the atoms. An
atom is a predicate such as equals(?u, ?n) where ?n and ?u
can be constants or variables that must have the same value
whenever the predicate is evaluated. Formulas are implemented by chaining atoms. A comma represents the ∧, an
alternative definition of a predicate represents the ∨, the
not() represents the ¬. As for the ∀ and ∃ quantifiers, they
are implemented by means of standard SOUL predicates
f orall(?query, ?test) and exists(?query, ?test).
Third, we implement the actions. An action is specified
as a SOUL predicate that includes symbiotic Smalltalk code
that is executed to instantiate the concerned changes. An
example of an action for adding a method before a change
?c is presented here:
AddM ethodBef ore(?P arameterList, ?user, ?intent, ?c, ?cnew ) if
equals(?cnew , [AddChange newMethod: ?P arameterList
before:?c by:?user for:?intent])

A predicate like the one above is defined for each combination of change kind (add, remove or modify), the kind
of subject (e.g. class, method, etc) and the time keyword

(before or after). All predicates of this kind are grouped in
a separate SOUL layer called “actions”. The uniqueness of
the id of the generated change is ensured by the Smalltalk
virtual machine, which assigns a unique object id to every
object that is instantiated. As we use the object ID as the
change ID, it is also unique. The timestamp is assigned
in such a way that it allows partially ordering the changes
based on the timestamp.
Finally, we present the implementation of an intensional
change and how its evaluation is implemented. An intensional change is specified by a SOUL query that includes
a set of predicates (representing the actions) and another
set of predicates (representing the change cut). Take for
instance the following SOUL query:
AddStatementAf ter((Buf f er, f alse, ?m, “logit()”),
“Gul”, “Logging”, ?c, ?cnew ),
AddM ethod(?c),
method(?m, ?c),
class(Buffer, ?c)

the first predicate of which is an action and the three final
predicates of which represent the change cut. This query
represents the intensional change of the Logging feature. It
creates an AddStatement change with a timestamp greater
than the one of ?c, for each change ?c that adds a method
to the Buffer class.
Whenever an intensional change instance needs to be applied, its apply method needs to be called. That method
is implemented by a call to the SOUL engine that executes
the query of that change. This causes an enumeration of
the described change set to be produced and added to the
change set.
We have implemented both the change cut language and
the change cut model by means of SOUL. We integrated
both in ChEOPS – a proof-of-concept implementation [6].
Some small experiments were conducted to validate the usability of intensional changes in the context of FOP. The
following section elaborates on those experiments.

4.

FOTEXT

The goal of this section is to demonstrate that CFOP
supports the modularization of crosscutting functionality
and that intensional changes make such modules even more
reusable in different compositions.
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Figure 5: FODA diagram of FOText
Figure 5 presents the FODA diagram of the FOText application. In its original form [12], the FOText application
contains only the grey features, on which we do not elaborate here. We extend FOText with the Logging feature,
in order to demonstrate the power of flexible features and
intensional changes. The Logging feature is a feature that
adds logging behavior to the text editor. Logging is a crosscutting functionality and involves changes that depend on

many FOText features. We specify it as flexible while the
former fourteen features are specified as monolithic.
We implement FOText in a standard object-oriented way
by using the VisualWorks for Smalltalk IDE that was instrumented with the ChEOPS tool to capture our development
operations as first-class change entities by means of a logging technique. At the beginning of the development of a
new feature, we inform the IDE of its name and type (flexible or monolithic). By doing that, ChEOPS is capable of
automatically classifying changes in features and by keeping
track of whether changes are optional or mandatory with
respect to their parent feature.
For the sake of simplicity, we introduce an artificial feature, Base, which is the basic feature that needs to be included in every FOText variation. It consists of the changes
that should always be included in a composition: FOText,
File, New and Quit. It provides the main functionality: a
basic word processor that provides a window to type text
and a menu with two choices: new and quit – which are
respectively introduced by the New and Quit features.

4.1

Feature composition

CFOP allows the composition of a program variation by
specifying which functionality that variation should include.
As in CFOP every functionality is linked to a set of changes
– a feature, the specification of a set of functionalities can
automatically be translated into a change composition that
represents the variation. In order to obtain the variation,
the corresponding change composition has to be applied.
Some compositions, however, are not applicable due to unsatisfied dependencies. Thanks to the fine-grained level of
feature specification, ChEOPS can check whether or not a
composition is valid. In case it is not, it can assist in resolving the conflict by presenting the developer with fine-grained
information about the conflict.
We now present two compositions in which we include
Logging; a flexible feature implemented by means of intensional changes. The first composition consists of a variation
of the viewer version of FOText (which is composed of the
monolithic Base and Open features) and which has logging
capabilities. Our tool informs us that this composition is
valid (there were no unsatisfied dependencies) and depicts
the change composition graph containing 181 change objects
representing the Logging feature.
Now, let us produce a composition that contains all the
features of FOText including Logging. ChEOPS again informs that this composition is valid and tells us that there is
a total of 541 changes representing the Logging feature. The
reason for the higher number is that it requires more changes
to add the Logging functionality to a composition that contains more instance variables and methods as Logging is
supposed to log the values of all instance variables whenever any method is invoked.
These compositions show how features that include intensional changes evaluate to different change sets depending
on the context without having to adapt their specification.
This is what one wants when implementing a crosscutting
functionality. We conclude that a combination of flexible
features and intensional changes can be used to modularize
crosscutting functionality in reusable modules without giving up on flexibility when it comes to software composition.
Drawbacks of intensional changes are threefold. First they
require an additional change cut language and evaluation

step, making them somewhat more complex than ordinary
changes. They typically do not grow more complex, however, when systems grow bigger. Moreover, progress has recently been made with regards to rending query languages
more accessible such that developers can apply these technologies to daily software engineering problems [4]. A second
drawback is that intensional changes complicate debugging,
as they evaluate differently in different compositions. A visualization of the impact of intensional changes might assist
the developer when debugging intensional changes. Finally,
while the order of the features within a composition was
not important before the intensional changes were included
in the model, it now has become important as it influences
the way the intensional change is evaluated. This is also the
case for AOP approaches [10, 11]

5.

[6]

[7]

CONCLUSION

Some functionality, such as logging, is notoriously difficult
to implement in a modular way. Such crosscutting functionality usually affects software building blocks scattered over
the system. We show that in change-based feature-oriented
programming (CFOP), the implementation of crosscutting
functionality is actually not scattered over the software application because the changes are grouped in one change set.
While CFOP enables the modularization of crosscutting
functionality, it still suffers from an inconvenience with respect to their maintenance. That is a consequence from the
modules being specified by an extensional list of changes. In
order to overcome this, we introduce the intensional change:
a kind of change that can be applied on a software program
p. This application consists of two phases. First, the intensional change is evaluated with respect to the change set
that specifies p. That produces an enumeration of changes
which is applied on p in the second step.
We present a formal language that can be used to specify intensional changes. It is based on a tuple calculus and
implemented by means of SOUL, an implementation of a
Prolog-like declarative language on top of Smalltalk. Finally, we evaluate intensional changes and present the advantages and drawbacks. Benefits include that intensional
changes make features more reusable and feature composition more flexible. Drawbacks include an increase in complexity of the change specification and debugging process
and the fact that the order in which the features are specified
within a composition became important after the introduction of intensional changes, as those changes are evaluated
with respect to a change set.
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